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Way to TyrannyWay to Tyranny



 A pro- & lay-scientist A pro- & lay-scientist

All my life I wanted to know “Why?” or “How?”

   and nobody gave me 
   a logical and consistent answer

Strong supporter of Individual Liberty, Free Markets and
Limited Accountable Governments

- pen-name: Freeslow
- qualified biocybernetician
- creator & owner of QBS
- mountaineer
- passionate about sport
- passionate about science
- lecturer in 



MessageMessage

I survived the collapse of the Polish system.
I survived the collapse of the dominant power.

I observe other collapses around the world.

I see patterns & draw conclusions.

Libertarians are making me aware...
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People in power - how they behave?

Is their behaviour universal?



Collapse of PolandCollapse of Poland
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Since 1991 Polish GDP is rising
Within 10 years, cars & dishwashers 
ceased to be luxury goods



Collapse of the USSRCollapse of the USSR
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Even the eternal Soviet Union broke down because of food shortages



These guys gave me pieces of answers...These guys gave me pieces of answers...
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Mises             Dawkins       Korwin-Mikke Wilson           Skousen

Darwin          Jesus             Suvorov       Schoolland      Rand



James Madison's dilemmaJames Madison's dilemma

When creating a government that gives one the power 
over another, there are two main problems: what kind of 
power and how much the government should have to be 
able to fairly run and control the society, and what kind 
of power and how much for the society to have a means 
of control over those in power to stop them abusing their 

position.

If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither 
external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing a government 
which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must first 

enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself. 
A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on the government; but 

experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions.

James Madison (1751-1836)
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ConclusionsConclusions
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I. Collapses are the direct result of social systems

II. Social systems are created by the people who have 
power

III. The methods used by those in power have not 
changed throughout history



Methods IMethods I
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1. Compulsion – they tax your belongings & ultimately, they can 
force you to devote your life for them

2. Inflation of money – only they can produce money, anybody else 
is a criminal

3. Private law – general laws applicable only to those not in power

4. Creation of the privileged – the group with more rights and less 
responsibility, so called “ours”.

5. State business – places of salary for “ours”, siphon public money 
for personal use and production of self-confessed savants. 
Samuel Pepys (1633-1703) English naval administrator acknowledged 
that he didn't touch his work for a couple of months because of a 
multitude of other things and pleasures. A top official who was nothing 
more than a drunkard and a womanizer



Methods IIMethods II
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6. Pampering supporters – with privileges, functions, titles, 
subventions, special rights,...



Methods IIIMethods III
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7. Production of supporters – state CEO, state professors, state 
dependent media, huge salaries & pensions



Methods IVMethods IV
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8. Propaganda – lies, manipulation, silences, false authorities 

9. Education – mainly they teach about our victories, never about the 
origins of losses, facts manipulation

10. Permissions - What is not forbidden is allowed, now the number 
of concessions reaches 600

11. Surveillance – Big brother society, rise of SPO's,

12. Searching for enemies – internally and externally, enemies can 
be physical and metaphysical



Neverending Russian Doll of PowerNeverending Russian Doll of Power
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Power base control manager

Population

Power base

Power base control managers controller

Power base control

...

Ultimate power holder

13. Chain of controllers



All this leads to the unique resultAll this leads to the unique result
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Economic collapse



Some quotesSome quotes
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All power tends to corrupt; Absolute power corrupts absolutely 
– Lord Acton (1834-1902)

Self-preservation and self-denial, the basis of all political economy
- Lord Acton

(1801-1850)



The inevitableThe inevitable
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No freedom, no production

Those in power tend to overlimit 
freedom, and this overlimitation 

constantly increases 
until the economic collapse



The inevitable?The inevitable?
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It is the main task of libertarians
to enlighten all people

Especially those in power 
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The future?The future?
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